
Artist Agreement

AX National Emerging Artists Ceramics Exhibition 2023: Plasticity

(NOTE THIS IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. If your submission is accepted, we’ll prepare a
customized agreement)

Art sales and payment
AX is not a commercial gallery; however, we encourage artists to provide us with a retail price
list and accompanying photograph/visual reference to distribute to interested patrons. AX will
arrange sales and retain a 30% commission on each piece sold. If the Artist has a registered
HST number, it is the responsibility of the artist to submit their claim to the Canada Revenue
Agency. AX will not charge HST, and all given prices for retail display should include the
appropriate total cost to be collected by AX.

AX will send payment to artists for sold works after the close of the show. Should an artist have
a relationship with a gallery or agent, it is the artist’s responsibility to determine what percentage
of their commission, if any, is paid to those entities, and AX will not make those payments on
behalf of the artist(s). We encourage artists to have this discussion with their commercial gallery
owners/agents before exhibiting at AX.

Artists will be responsible for shipping the items to AX with return shipping labels. AX will
reimburse costs up to $600 in total (shipping to and from).

The artist is responsible to deliver and/or ship sold pieces, unless otherwise arranged with us.

AX will pay an artist fee based on national Canadian Artists’ Representation/Le Front des
artistes canadiens (CARFAC) standards.

Materials for Publicity
AX will publicly announce and promote the exhibition on our website, social media, e-newsletter
and through other available marketing and communications channels. AX will design and
produce all materials.

List of works
AX will label artwork with information provided by the artist, unless otherwise agreed. Please
indicate if we need to acknowledge any other person or organization in the marketing materials,
and provide the appropriate wording.
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Exhibition installation / strike
AX staff will handle the installation and strike of the exhibition. Artists are required to ship their
artwork to AX so that it arrives no later than April 2, 2023. Artwork will be shipped back to the
artist at the close of the exhibition.

General Display Policies
All works must be fully displayed before the exhibition opening and must remain on display
during the entire time of the exhibition period, even if sold.

Liability
AX (including AX’s representatives: officers, directors, employees, agents or curators) is
responsible to obtain insurance for the period during which the works are physically installed in
the gallery until they are uninstalled. Coverage is for damage to the work caused by the perils
insured by a standard property insurance policy, in an amount corresponding to the value
supplied by the Artist. Please ensure you provide AX with a clear and detailed description of
work, including insured value (see above).

The artist is responsible to ship artwork to the AX gallery, and AX is not responsible to insure
the artworks during transportation.

Opening
AX will cover the cost of an exhibition opening.

Right to Refuse
AX reserves the right to refuse or remove from display any work it considers inconsistent with
previously accepted or agreed-upon work. AX also reserves the right to remove any work that is
considered inappropriate for the space.

Photographic, Documentation and Promotional Rights
AX reserves the right to photograph and/or film any or all works of art for catalogue,
promotional, engagement, or record-keeping purposes. AX has the right to publish the name,
likeness and biography of the artist and to reproduce and distribute material incorporating
photographs and video of the artist’s works in order to promote the exhibition and sales,
including virtual/online exhibitions.

Please note – AX requests that artists avoid posting photos of their works on display until after
the exhibition period has ended.
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